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The Rally in Emerging
Markets Not Over Yet

New Delhi: Mutual Funds
have invested over `13,500
crore in equity markets in
the first nine months of the
year due to strong participation from retail investors.
This is on top of over
`70,000 crore already invested in full 2015 and around
`24,000 crore in 2014.
“Over the last few years,
we have seen a shift in investment towards equity
class as investment avenues
like real estate and gold are
not doing well,” Bajaj
Capital Group CEO and director Anil Chopra said.
Besides, equity mutual
funds folio reached 3.7 crore
by the end of August, as per
the latest data available.
Market experts attributed
the inflow to investment in
systematic investment plans
(SIPs) and strong participation from retail investors.
SIP is an investment vehicle that allows investors to
invest in small amounts
periodically instead of
lump sums.
As per the data released by
the Securities and
Exchange Board of India
(Sebi), mutual fund managers invested a net sum of
`13,565 crore during
January-September period
of 2016.

US Rate
Hike a
Risk
XX From ET MARKETS

Food prices, which started to
moderate, are expected to remain low with increased food
production in the coming
months,” said Sujoy Das, head
- fixed income, Invesco Mutual
Fund. He said with oil prices
holding at current levels or being within a moderate range,
the upside risk to inflation on
account of any reversal in
commodity prices is lower,
which will help RBI cut rates.
Kunal Valia, director - investment products, wealth management division, Credit Suisse
Securities, said investors could
look at a mix of short to medium-term debt funds and dynamic bond funds, with a time
frame of 2-3 years.
Dynamic bond funds enable
fund managers to move into
short or long-term bonds depending on their outlook on interest rates. So, when they expect rates to fall, they increases
exposure to long-term bonds.
Else, they would buy shortterm bonds. Distributors believe dynamic bond funds,
which offer flexibility in fund
management, would help investors.
However, wealth managers
advise investors to temper
down return expectations
from debt funds this year.
The risk for investors is from
the possibility of rate hikes in
the US. Wealth managers believe if rates in the US move up,
any possible gains from rate
cuts in India would get negated.
Hence, to shield the portfolio,
they recommend a mix of short
to medium-term funds and dynamic bond funds.
Investors have earned as high
11.6% from the dynamic bond
fund category over the past
year. “They could earn 9-10%
returns from dynamic bonds
over the next one year,” says
Bhansali of GEPL Capital. He
recommends IDFC Dynamic
Bond and Kotak Flexible Bond
among dynamic bond funds
and Birla Medium Term Fund
and Reliance Corporate Bond
Fund in the medium-term
funds category.
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INDIA VALUATIONS

Valuations are
on the expensive side, but
if earnings growth improves, the P/E should
come down and it will
not look that expensive
Given the recent actions by global
central banks, do you think the
easy money policies will continue?
Markets were a bit disappointed
when the ECB in September decided
not to extend and expand QE. But I
am almost certain that they will extend QE in the December meeting.
The Bank of Japan has said it will provide stimulus, but it will steepen the
yield curve, which is good for financial institutions. BoJ is also targeting
2% inflation, which will take a very
long time, so its stimulus will probably continue for at least a year or so.
The big central banks, except the US
Fed, are still continuing to provide
stimulus, so there is plenty of liquidity and low interest rates. There are
questions about the effectiveness of
the easy money policies, but if they
did not do that, then they may not
have had even this much of growth
or they could have had another recession in Europe or Japan. However,
central banks have cut rates close to
zero or even negative, so there is not
much room to cut rates. They have
also expanded QE, so their balance
sheets are expanded.

Sell United Spirits on every
rise as it is too costly, trading
around 50 times FY18E earnings and it has lost out the
growth story in its business.
Hold Inox Wind with a target
of around `230 as it has been
already punished for its working capital constraints. Sell Kitex around `460 as the whole
textile industry is going
through some stress due to
steep rise in cotton prices and
over 80% jump in oil prices
from their March quarter lows.
Sell Container Corp as its valuation is stretched around 29x
FY18E earnings and recent
media report of “conflict of interests” arising from the recent appointment of its MD is
quite also disturbing one for
the public shareholders.

Will the US Federal Reserve lift
rates in December?
The odds of a hike in December are
high. By then, the US third quarter
GDP number would have come. The
two key risks of US elections and
Italian referendum would also be
over. Emerging markets need not be
that concerned about a Fed rate hike
as it does not mean the start of a
global tightening cycle. We are still
in a global easing cycle. If Fed tightens in December, there will be an initial negative reaction, but the markets would eventually adjust.
What would be the impact of the
outcome of US elections on emerging markets?
There is a general view that under a
(Hillary) Clinton administration,
there would be more certainty
about policies and that there would
be continuation of current policies. If
Clinton wins, there won’t be a negative reaction due to less uncertainty.
Because of uncertainty about policies under Trump, there could be a
negative knee-jerk reaction like the
reaction after the Brexit vote in
June, if there is an unexpected result. But, just like with Brexit, any
negative reaction may be shortlived once there is some clarity
about Trump’s economic team and
policies. Investors will also look at
the composition of the US Congress,
and the “checks & balances” between the executive and the legislature. I don’t think there will be a big
impact on emerging markets. There
may be volatility around the elections, but once that is over, markets
will probably stabilise.
What is your view on EMs after the
sharp run-up in recent months?
I don’t think the rally in emerging
markets (EMs) has topped out because the growth outlook for EMs is
improving. China is stable in the 6.57% range. India is now in the 7-7.5%
range and maybe we will see further
improvement in India’s GDP growth
with good monsoon leading to improvement in rural income and
spending. The seventh pay commission hike should lead to improvement in urban consumption. If there
is more infrastructure spending, we
should see further growth. Growth
outlook in emerging markets is improving and so the earnings outlook
should improve not just in India but
in other emerging markets. There is
scope for rate cuts in emerging markets, which means that returns from
these markets should be very good.
Also fund flows into EMs will continue because opportunities in developed markets are somewhat limited,
which should also provide support
for further gains in the market.
How is India positioned in the

I hold 3 shares of MRF and 200 of
JB chemicals based on Chokka recommendations from the past 18
months or so. I also hold Karur Vyysya Bank’s 200 shares bought 4
months back. Would like to know
the target price to sell? KJ SINGH

emerging markets universe?
Valuations are slightly on the expensive side, but if earnings growth improves, the P/E should come down
and it will not look that expensive.
Some of the sectors that are likely to
have good earnings recovery would
be consumer staples and discretionary and industrial sector. Further,
the sector mix of India is very favourable compared to other big
markets like China, Brazil, Russia,
South Africa and Turkey. In Asia
portfolio, our two top over-weights
are India and Taiwan. In EMs, we like
Brazil, India, Taiwan and Indonesia.
We have little exposure to India in
the global portfolio but in the Asia
portfolio and emerging markets
portfolio, we are overweight India.
Do you expect RBI to cut rates?
They will probably do one rate cut
before the Fed starts hiking rates in
December. By that time, we would

EASY MONEY

The big central
banks, except
the US Fed,
are still continuing to
provide stimulus, so
there is plenty of liquidity and low rates
have seen more data on inflation. It
might be good to do it before the Fed
raises rates because after that there
may be some volatility in the market.
Which sectors do you like in India?
The themes that we are looking at
are consumer staples and consumer
discretionary mainly because of
likely improvement in rural and urban incomes.

Consumption Boost to Support GDP: Crisil
Joel.Rebello@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: India’s gross domestic
product (GDP) will be supported by a
boost from consumption, especially
in the hinterland, after a well distributed monsoon this year, credit rating
agency Crisil said.
Private consumption will grow
8.3% in the current fiscal, 90 basis
points higher than the 7.4% recorded
last year as people, especially in rural India, will buy consumer durables, fast moving consumer goods
and vehicles with the higher farm
income generated due to an almost

normal monsoon.
Rainfall this fiscal has been just 3%
below normal but more importantly,
according to Crisil, the rains have
been well-distributed.
“Only 33% of the districts saw deficient rains, compared with 49% in
2015 and 46% in 2014. Moreover, more
than half of these deficient districts
are well-irrigated and the many that
are not are agriculturally less relevant,” Crisil economists
Dharmakirti Joshi, Dipti Deshpande
and Sakshi Gupta said in a report.
Crisil’s analysis shows that all
states except Gujarat, Karnataka,
Tamil Nadu and Odisha received

above-trend rains.
The near perfect distribution of
monsoon has also filled reservoirs,
which will also help the winter rabi
crop later in the year while the area
under kharif cultivation has inched
up to 1,060 lakh hectare compared
with 1,052 lakh hectare last year.
Crisil expects India’s GDP to grow
at 7.9% and agriculture to grow
above trend at 4%.
Consumer inflation would be contained within the RBI’s tolerance
zone of 5% helped by a good monsoon
Crisil expects agricultural GDP to
rise by `1.49 lakh crore this fiscal,
versus `97,800 crore in 2015-16.

What Deutsche is Telling Investors in Europe

S h a re s o f D e u t s ch e B a n k ,
Germany’s largest bank, have lost
more than half their value in the
last year, and have been subject to
exceptional volatility. Its bonds
have also had a rough ride.
The decline is fueling lots of speculation about the adequacy of the
bank’s capital cushion, its strategic
positioning, the need to dispose of
non-core units and its relations
with the German government.
More generally, the bank’s struggles hold important lessons for investors in the European banking

sector, as some institutions continue to struggle to overcome the legacy of the global financial crisis.
Deutsche bank is battling three simultaneous headwinds that also are
roiling other financial institutions:
 Ultra-low interest rates, including negative ones won a significant
portion of European and Japanese
government bonds, are undermining the ability of the bank to generate steady income from traditional
intermediation activities.
 A persistently sluggish economy
is putting pressure on the creditworthiness of some of the banks’
borrowers.
Financial-market distortions, including interventions by central
banks that were deemed improbable not so long ago, together with
tighter regulation, have eroded the
scope for revenue generation from
capital market activities.
These headwinds are not going to
die down soon. As a result, banks
must have, and must be perceived
to have, robust capital cushions to

avoid the kind of rough treatment
by markets that Deutsche Bank
continues to experience. This is
particularly true of the European
banking system, where, unlike its
US counterpart, comprehensive efforts to overcome past slippages
were hampered at times by the urgent need to address a sovereign
debt crisis that even threatened the
integrity of the Euro zone.
Market volatility is amplified by

(FY16 consolidated). Such
companies have to make substantial operating margins to
service the debt, but this company makes very low margins.
Moreover, it has completely
eroded net worth due to losses. However, you may consider holding it for two more
quarters to see if any significant improvement happens in
its revenue and profits as the
company announced last
week that its second plant also
got approval from the USFDA.
I have 6,400 Purvankara Projects
shares at `58, 14,000 Viceroy Hotels at `32, 10,00 J&K Bank at `69,
550 Mahindra Holidays at `305. I
can hold them for 5 years. Please
advice. NIRAV MEHTA

PRIVATE CONSUMPTION will grow 8.3% in FY17, 90 bps more than last year, on good monsoon

MOHAMED A EL-ERIAN

I am holding 100 shares of USPL at
`3,700, 100 Inox Winds at `356,
100 Kitex Garments at `875 and
100 Container Corp at `1,700.
What should I do? — VAIDYANATH
RAMACHANDRAN

Chief Investment Strategist, Pramerica
International Investments

Do you expect any prolonged impact on the Indian markets after
the surgical strikes across LoC?
If this is an isolated incident and it
does not lead to an escalation of tension between the two countries,
then the market nervousness would
be short-lived. We are looking at India from a long-term perspective.
The attractive macro fundamentals
and the competitive strength of
companies in India does not change.

Expert Take

Sell USL on Rise, Hold Inox
Wind with `230 as Target

John Praveen

or Pramerica International Investments, which has
assets under management worth
$75 billion, India is
among its top overweight markets in Asia and emerging
markets due to the prospects of a recovery in earnings and favourable
sector mix, says chief investment
strategist John Praveen. In an interview to Sanam Mirchandani, he says
the nervousness in the market over
tensions between India and Pakistan
would be short-lived if there is no
further escalation, as it will not alter
the macro picture. Edited excerpts:

Founder, Equinomics Research & Advisory

the more fluid capital structure
brought about by the influence of
new “hybrid” instruments, such as
CoCos (contingent convertible
bonds that turn into equity at a prespecified price level). These were
designed to counter the systemic
effects of strains in the banking
sector, including by reducing the
need for costly government rescue
plans. Yet they can also raise additional concerns about shareholder
dilution when markets are already
under pressure.
Bank investors have also been reminded that legal issues remain,
most recently by the $14-billion penalty claim against Deutsche Bank
announced earlier this month by
the US Department of Justice. This
disclosure, along with the crossselling scandal at Wells Fargo, is a
further setback for banks that are
still struggling to regain the public’s trust and respect.
It’s no wonder that European
bank chiefs — including, this week,
Credit Suisse CEO Tidjane Tiam —

have highlighted the challenges facing the sector in the months ahead.
Banks must not only realign their
businesses to compete in a tough
economic and financial environment, they must contend with a
regulatory system that, responding
to past excessive risk taking, is focused on a multi-year effort to push
these firms into a less-exciting
“utility model.” And all this while
trying to regain public confidence.
Deutsche Bank may be an extreme case but its travails are indicative of a broader reality for the
European banking sector as a
whole. Unlike their US counterparts, some European institutions
haven’t regained a sufficiently
firm post-crisis footing. That
means investors will need strong
stomachs as they seek to differentiate among companies and opportunities in a sector that will inevitably remain vulnerable to bouts
of unsettling market contagion,
volatility shocks and reputational
risk. — Bloomberg

We continue to suggest our clients to hold MRF (long-term
target of `65,000) and JB
Chemical (target of around
`420) and buy aggressively
Karur Vysya Bank. However,
considering the current uncertainty, I suggest generally taking out at least 1/4th to 1/3rd
of profits (depending upon
your risk profile) in small and
midcap stocks and sit on cash
at least for a month or so from
a conservative point of view.
I am holding 200 Wanbury at `52.
What should I do? VINAYAK JOSHI

Quite risky stock, as Wanbury
has a total debt of around
`315 crore for an annual turnover of around `423 crore

You may consider selling
Purvankara if its price improves to around `50. As compared to annual revenue of
around `1,540 crore in FY16,
with net debt (`1,769 crore)
little more than 100% and inventories, as of March 31, running to over 200%, it is quite
difficult to reward the shareholders in this current environment. Viceroy Hotel made
losses at consolidated level in
FY15 and FY16, and also in
the latest quarter. It is sitting
on a huge debt, a major portion of it is shown as work-inprogress for the last 2 years.
Hence, I consider it as a risky
investment. For 5-year period,
you may hold both J&K Bank
and Mahindra Holidays
though in the short-term, the
former has some pressures.
(Disclosure: My family holds JB
Chemicals, J&K Bank and Karur
Vysya Bank, and Equinomics
holds MRF)
Please send your queries on
Stocks to et.stocks@timesgroup.com;
Mutual Funds to et.mfs@timesgroup.com
Tax to et.tax@timesgroup.com
Insurance to et.insurance@timesgroup.com
Realty to et.realty@timesgroup.com

Every week, an expert selected by ET answers queries
from our readers on equity stocks
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What Options Launch Means
for Commodity Exchanges
After a path of consolidating risk, revamping surveillance and
warehouse practices in the commodity derivatives market, Sebi
has taken the first cautious step for its growth by announcing that
exchanges can launch options in the 13-year old market.

1. What steps has
Sebi taken since
becoming the
regulator ?
A year ago,
since erstwhile
regulator
Forward Markets
Commission (FMC) was
merged with Sebi, the
regulator has aligned
the risk and surveillance aspects of commodity exchanges with
practices followed in the
equity market.

2. Has that improved
the functioning?
It has made
risk management and surveillance tighter than
hitherto. For example,
commexes don’t have
clearing corporation,
that is followed as part
of exchange operation.
In the interim, to protect
against member default,
the regulator has stipulated not just increased
networth of clearing
members but also raised
the onus on exchanges
for plugging shortfall in
settlement guarantee
funds, used to protect
against counterparty
default risk. Also, the
concept of value at riskbased initial margin
system has been revised
to protect against volatility over two days
against one day earlier.
Stringent penalty for
warehouse service providers has been mandated in new norms for
warehousing . Onus of
good delivery has been
put on exchanges.
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3. What of the Options.
Exchanges will be allowed to
initially launch two Options —
one agri and one non-agri —
which should see the light of day in the
next few months. It’s likely that it will
be in gold and refined soya oil, which
see fair amount of participation from
exchanges. Options and over time entry of institutions in commexes will
deepen the market . It is expected to encourage participation by farmer cooperatives and aggregators. For example,
the risk a farmer faces is fall in price of
crop. Therefore, he can buy a put option
to guard against that . If the crop costs
say `100, he buys a put of `100 expiring
October-end. If the crop falls to say `90,
he makes `10 at expiry as the price of
the derivatives converges with the spot
price. He actually sells his produce at
the physical market, where he gets `10
less. But the profit on the put offsets the
fall in spot.

4. Any possible roadblocks?
Since F&O is highly technical
and not well-understood by retail public, let alone farmers, exchanges will have to spend considerable time and resources in creating
awareness of the new product among
farmer cooperatives. Also, it will have
to be seen who will sell the options, given the huge risk sellers or writers face.

TEXT: Ram Sahgal

